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Product description - Slim

Klapster is a foldable staircase for space saving living. Thanks to its folding mechanism, the staircase can be
folded up when not needed. Klapster combines functionality with good design. 
The installation is very simple, thus it is also suitable for hobby craftsmen. The modular plug system of the
connecting stringer elements makes it possible to adjust the gradient individually according to the ceiling height. 

Due to the reduced step depth (13cm) Klapster Slim needs significantly less mounting surface on the wall, which
makes it the perfect solution for tighter living situations. Unlike the Comfort-version the Slim-version doesn´t
offer folding support with the unique spring supported rotation axis. Slim is therefore an efficient compromise 
between our Comfort-version and usual attic stairs. This version is suitable for occasional folding, e.g. for attics 
and galleries. 
For fall protection, the staircase integrates a handrail.

Regulatory building category: auxiliary stairs

Surface coatingMultiplex Birche

Materials

Plain Wood
(oiled / untreated)

HPL coating
(white)

Installation accessories: Step protection:
Spacers (3cm, 6cm, 9cm) Ceiling angle for thin ceilings Anti slip foil

Accessories

+
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Gradient (1) Between 18,8 cm and 24 cm

Number of steps Depending on ceiling height and gradient, 1-13

Tread thickness (2) 30,6 mm

Step depth (3) 13 cm 

Stair width / Walking width (4) 59,7 cm / 52,9cm

Load capacity 140 kg

Product weight Approx. 3,7 kg per component*

Application Interior

Ceiling opening/ Width (5) Min. 61 cm

Ceiling opening/ Length (6) Depending on the gradient, min. 80 cm – 190 cm

Outreach (7) (Number of steps (X) x 13,15 cm) + 15cm

Staircase height, folded up (8) Height of the last step + ca 100 cm

Design (9) Straight

Attachement points on the wall Depending on ceiling height: 1-6

* Each component consists of one step and the two connecting stringer elements.

Technical data
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Design:
Straight (9)

The folding stairs are designed for use as an auxiliary stairs. It does not comply with the 
building law requirements of necessary or non necessary stairs, according to DIN 18065.

Please note: We don´t take responsibility for installation recommendations. For binding 
advice and support during installation please contact your local carpenter or similar.


